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ASTERIA
Designed by Soren Ravn Christensen

Pendant 

CE certified 
For indoor use

DIMENSIONS
Ø: 43 cm 
H: 14 cm

MATERIAL
Steel, Aluminium & Acrylic
Incl. 2 m textile cord

WARRANTY
LED: 10 years

WEIGHT INCL. PACKAGING
4.2 kg

LIGHT SOURCE
LED panel built-in. 3000 K - 1500 lm. 
25000 H

PACKAGING
Gift box dimensions (W × H × D): 55.5 x 45.5 x 10.5 cm

ASSEMBLY TIME
10 min - video guide at umage.com

MEDIA KIT
Photos, 3D models, 2D drawings 
Download at umage.com

ORDERING INFORMATION
Asteria pearl white
Asteria anthracite grey
Asteria forest green
Asteria petrol blue
Asteria ruby red

#2151
#2152
#2153
#2154
#2155
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Colour variations

This luminaire 
contains built-in 
LED lamps

The lamps cannot be changed 
in the luminaire
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This luminaire 
contains built-in 
LED lamps

The lamps cannot be changed 
in the luminaire

Download the UMAGE Unfold at Home App to help you 
choose the perfect lamp

EXPERIENCE THE COLOURS OF NATURE AND LIGHT WITH 
THE ASTERIA LAMP

Born at the crossroads of design, technology and craftsmanship, 
the Asteria series of lamps incorporate built-in LED lights into 
a sleek, minimalist shape. Casting a bright, lively light, Asteria 
comes in a seductive and modern six-colour palette to match 
and complement any interior design, from a contemporary or 
high design decor to a futuristic or even retro one. Place it above 
the coffee table or dinner table; its slim shape will ensure that 
nothing obscures the view of guests sitting opposite you and its 
diffused light will ensure a blind-free glow.

“The illusion of earthly weightlessness had to be challenged by a 
light design that defies gravity. Today’s LED technology makes for 
thinner and smaller lighting fixtures, but they still have to resemble 
a lampshade. The Asteria is just so – slim and simple, a stroke of 
light hovering above, a touch of the future and yes, breath-taking, 
like stars in space!” explains Soren Ravn Christensen, Founder and 
Chief Creative Developer.

We take the story of Scandinavian design further than ever before 
by combining aesthetics, simplicity and functionality and infus-
ing it with thoughtful craftmanship and environmental care. Our 
designs are deeply rooted in the diverse urban landscape and 
raw nature surrounding our home in the heart of Copenhagen, 
Denmark. Having begun our journey in November 2008, we are 
celebrating our 10th anniversary this year by constantly growing 
and expanding the conventions around contemporary design. 

Find more info on our website umage.com
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